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Abstract-In this paper, we will study generic oscillation and generic nonoscillation of impulsive 
delay differential system. Some necessary and sufficient conditions and sufficient conditions are 
obtained for both phenomena based on the root of characteristic equation. @ 2003 Elsevier Science 
Ltd. All rights reserved. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
The first paper on oscillation of impulsive delay differential equations was published in 1989. In 
recent years, impulsive delay differential equations have attracted the attention of many mathe- 
maticians and numerous papers have been published on this class of equations. It is well known 
that under some conditions, a delay differential equation has both oscillatory and nonoscillatory 
solutions. In such cases, it is important to understand whether solutions are overwhelmingly of 
one type or the other. Cahlon and Schmidt [1,2] first introduce the concept of generic oscillation 
and studied oscillations of first-order delay differential equation in topological meaning. In (31, 
Duan, Feng and Yan have studied the generic oscillation of second-order delay differential equa- 
tions without impulses. Because of the importance of the study of differential equations from 
this view point [4], and that of impulsive differential equations [5-71, in this paper we will study 
generic oscillations of impulsive delay differential system 
X’(t) + AX(t) + BX(t - 7) = 0, t 2 to, t # tic, 
x (tt) - X(h) = GX(h), lc=1,2,..., (1) 
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and corresponding nonimpulsive differential system 
Y’(t) + T(to, t)AT(to, t)-lY(t) + T(to, t)BT(tO, t - 7)-‘Y(t - T) = 0, 
where A, B, ck are n x n matrix, k = 1,2.. , and 
T(a, t) = 
i 
n (1 + ckl)-l 0 
o<tk<t 
0 n (l+ck2)-l 
a<tk<t 
0 0 . 
T’(oJ) = 
: 
n (l+ck’) 0 
a<tk<t 
0 n (1+ck2) 
u<tr;<t 
0 0 
0 
0 
g<;<t (l + +?-’ - 
0 
0 
n (l + Ckn) 
u<th<t 
In this paper, we will study (1) and (2) under the following conditions: 
(Al) 0 5 to < tl < t2 < . < tk < . . are fixed points and limk,, tk = co; 
(AZ) cki E (-1, co) are constants for k = 1,2, . , i = 1,2, , n. 
Here, and in the sequel, we assume that a product equals unity if the number of factors is zero. 
Further, if condition 
(As) ci = ci = c; and d, = nt_rlth<t(l + c;) is constant holds, then (2) is 
(2) 
Y’(t) + AY(t) + T(t - T, t)BY(t - T) = 0. 
The characteristic equation of (2) is 
(3) 
Xn -I- px + q&e-X~ = 0. (4 
We denote by PC([to - T, to], R) the set of piecewise continuous functions on [to - 7, to]. 
DEFINITION 1. For any real-valued continuous n-dimensional vector function @ = (41, $2,. , 
I$,)~, where & E PC([to - ~,to],R), X(t) = (q(t),sz(t),. ,~~(t))~ is said to be a solution 
of (1) on [to, co) and satisfies the initial condition 
X(t) = @P(t), t E [to -7,to], (5) 
and if the following conditions are satisfied: 
(Bl) X(t) is absolutely continuous on each interval (tk, tk+l); 
(Bz) for any tk E [to, ca), k = 1,2,. , X(tt) and X(t,) exist and X(t,) = X(tk), 
(Bs) X(t) satisfies (1) for almost everywhere in [to, oo) and at impulsive points tk situated 
in [to, co) may have discontinuity of the first kind. 
DEFINITION 2. We say a vector function is continuous (absolutely continuous) if all of its com- 
ponents are continuous (absolutely continuous). 
pm ‘(co‘O~] uo snonu!%uo:, dIa?nlosqe s! (~)A(T‘OT)J = (?)_y aas 0% Lwa s! 31 (u) 
‘(5) uo!?~puo~ I~!~!LI! 02 Bu!puodsa~~o~ (z) 30 uoyyos v s! (7)~ OS 
pun ‘(CC ‘ok] uo snonu!quo3 Rlalnlosq” s! (?)A allold ol kea s! 31 .(m %] uo snonu!luo~ S! (?)A 0s 
‘(~?)X(~?‘O3)L = (_?) x (_~P‘O1) J; = (3) A 
‘(~?)X(~~‘O~)~ = (y?)x(yl+ I) (+WP) L = (+“?I x (+yJ‘og L= (3) A 
pm <[I+?? ‘“7) uo snonuy+uoD Llalnlosqs SF ($)A c[I+y~ ‘yg) uo snonu!?uon 
iCla?nlosqv s! (9)~ a~u!s .(!) aAold aM ‘wqq .(@ ‘OJ‘T)/I = (7)~ ‘(@‘OI’?)X = (g)_y 3aS .doolrd 
fr) 30 uovlos p so (a ‘9 ‘J)A(? ‘9),-J = ((a ‘02 7)x ‘(z) 3o uorwos 8 sr (a ‘9 ‘?)x3! (4 
f(z) 30 uowos e s: (a ‘07 3)x(? ‘O&5 = (Q ‘9 ‘?)A ‘(5) 30 uorwos e s! ((a ‘OF 2)x3! (9 
uq ‘ploy (Zv)‘(~v) aumssv ‘1 PV3lIO3H;L 
ilIIv+auaS aq 02 (I) ~03 suo!$!puo3 ys!lq”e?sa ospz aM .(z) uoymba Ivyualag!p kelap Smpuodsa~~o3 
aql 30 suoy+nlos 30 uoy2~~psouou (4!lauaS) pm uoyz~~~3so (+auaS) 03 pampal aq 1183 (I) 30 
suo!lnlos 30 uo~~s~~~~souou (D!lauaS) pus uo!~~~~!~so (+auaZ) !JC~% aAoId aM ‘uoyas sly? UI 
S,LTnS3’)I NIVI4 3HL ‘2 
COROLLARY 2. Assume (AI), hold, then 
(i) (1) is oscillatory if and only if (2) is oscillatory; 
(ii) (1 j is nonoscillatory if and only if (2) is nonoscillatory. 
THEOREM 2. Assume (AI)- hold, then we have 
(a) if (4) has a real leading root, then (1) is generically nonoscillatory; 
(b) if (4) has complex leading roots, then (I) is generically oscillatory. 
PROOF. It follows from Corollary 1, we only need to prove the corresponding property of (3). 
Because the solution of (3) is bounded exponentially, by taking Laplace transform on both sides 
of (3) and set cm = & (to), m = 1,2, , n, we have 
E1,Ez>...r&-4dn 
Y(z) = J 
7 T 
e-“&(s - r) ds 
0 
zn + pz + qdneezr 
> ) (7) 
where M” is the adjoint matrix of M, and 
z -1 0 0 0 
0 z -1 0 0 
M= . 
0 0 0 . z -1 
qdneez7 p 0 0 z 
By inverse Laplace transform, we have 
Y(t) = & PV 
J 
a+KC 
?(z)? dz, 
a-ice 
where Y(z) = (YI(z), Yz(z), . . . , Y,(z)) T is the Laplace transform of Y(t), cy 1 b (6 is the abscissa 
of Laplace transform). Assume that zo (~0 f iyo) is real (complex) leading root of (4), obviously we 
have ~0 < a. We can select y < ~0 such that all other roots of (4) lies in the half-plane {Re z < r}, 
further we can select y < p < ~0. If x0 is a real leading root, we apply residue theorem to the 
contour clc2c3c4 shown in the figure. 
Figure 1 
We obtain 
Because ezt , edzt ,li eeztqfq (t - T) d t are bounded on c2 and c4 independent of R, it follows that 
$rn, 
-s 
y(.z)ezt dz = lim 
J 
y(z)ezt dz = 0, 
cz R-+m cq 
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where the limit is taken componentwise. So we obtain 
ResY(z)eZt(z=zo = & / P(z)ezt dz. 
Cl +cr 
(9) 
Set 
s 
T 
> 
T 
F(z) = AJf* El, E2,. , tn - dn e-zsq51(s - 7) ds 
0 
Then F(z) is analytic componentwise in the complex plane. We suppose that ~0 is a root of (4) 
of order 1, and F(Q) # (O,O, , O)T, and denote 
H(z) = (z - xo)l 
zn + pz + qdnecz7 
Then H(z) is analytic at q, and H(Q) # 0. By computing residues we obtain Y(t) = (yi(t), 
~2(t), ,yn(t)) and 
l-l 
ym(t) = erat C t’-l-jLjm(q$l) + --& pv 
s 
LJ+iCU 
Ym(.z)eztdz, (t > to), 
j=o /.-ice (10) 
m = 1,2, , n, 
where L,” are continuous linear functionals on PC, and in particular, LO”(&) = H(Q) 
F,(zo)/(l - l)!. Similarly, if ze * iyc are complex leading roots of (4) of order 1: we assume 
that R > yo. Computing residues yields 
l-l 
ym(t) = 2e"otCtLe'-j COS(Yo +%7 (Lj"(4J))2 + (L;m($q)2 
j=o 
+&PV 
J 
Oc+iKJ 
Ym(z)ezt dz, (t > 0), m=1,2 )..., 72, 
p-z!x 
(11) 
for some constants ejm and continuous linear functionals Li” and L;” on PC, j = 0,. , l- 1. In 
particular, LAm and Lim are the real and imaginary parts of F,(so +iyo)H(zo +iyo)/(l- l)!, re- 
spectively, and are not both trivial. H is analogous to that of Case (a). Now it is sufficient to prove 
that the principal values in (10) and (11) are O(ep”) (and thus, o(eZo”)) as t + +oo. In Case (a) 
(10) would then imply that the solution of (3) and (5) is nonoscillatory when Lo”(&) # 0, and id 
Case (b), (11) would imply that the solution of (3) and (5) would be oscillatory whenever L:“(~#Q) 
or Lim(&) is nonzero. In Case (a), we obtain an oscillatory solution only if +!q E ny [Ker (LOO)], 
and in Case (b), we obtain a nonoscillatory solution only if $1 E lJT[Ker (LAm) n Ker (Lim)]. 
Because the kernels of nontrivial linear functionals are nowhere dense. Theorem 2 would then 
follow. 
In the following, we will prove: 
J 
B+ZoO 
lim PV 
t+m 
y(z)eZt dz = 0 (eat(l, 1,. , l)T) (12) 
0-2cc 
First,, we prove 
B+iW 
lim PV 
t-+oo J 
Yl(z)eZt dz = 0 (eP”) (13) 
p-im 
By computation, Fi(z) = p<i + Cyzi &._j zj - qd, st e-“&(s - 7) ds. Set z = ,L3 + iv. Then, 
1 P+iR R 
,Pt J 
Yl(z)eztdz = i 
J 
Yl(/? + iv)ezut dw 
fl-_(R -R 
2 UjV"-j - qd, s; e-(fl+rv)s$l(s _ T) ds 
= j=l 
11 7 
c bw n-l + q&e-(P+iv)T 
l=O 
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where u3, bl are complex numbers, j = 1,2, : n, 1 = 0, 1, , n. Set 
G(v) = n 
1 
C bl,wL + qd,e- (fi+zu)r 
l=O 
it is easy to prove that G(V), G(v)v, , G(v)vn-” are integrable on (-co, oo), so we have 
G(v)v n-jeiut dV = 0, j = 2,3 ,..., n. (14 
More over, 
J’ 
R 
G(v)v 
n-1eZVt dv 
-R 
= G(R) 
s 
RPn-le~Ptdp_G(-R) $-le@d,,- 
0 s 
-R 
0 
1; G’(v) 1” pn-‘ezpt dpdv, 
and after a simple calculation, we get 
lim G(R) 
R-CC J R 0 pnmleipt dp = jh+nm G(-R) J -R pn-‘eipt dp = 0, 0 
G’(v) 
J 0 
u pn-leiPt &_,& = $$l)k+’ (n - ‘) ” ’ (n(ik+ ‘) 
Dn-kezvt 
G’(v) 
k=l 
ItiseasytoseethatG’(v)v’,j=O,l,...,n-lisintegrableonR,so 
G(v)v n-lezvt dv = 0. 
Thus, (14) holds for j = 1. Furthermore, 
(p+iV)s~l (s - 7) ds dw 
= G(R) 
J J 
eipt 7 e-(p+ip)s&(s - T) dsdp 
0 
-W1’ J -R T e ipt e-(p+ip)s& (s - 7) ds dp 
0 
and 
2) 
J J 
7 
e ipt ,-(~+ip)s~l (s - r) ds dp 
0 0 
=J 
T u 
eCp”q51(s - 7) 
0 J 
eiP(t--s) dp & 
=J 
T e-PSd,(s _ 7) ;kiCtvSlv - 1) ds 
< &I 
i(t - s) 
where W(t) converges to 0 independent of v as t ---f co. Since G’(v) is integrable on R, 
Up to now, we have proved (13) holds. Similarly, we can prove 
J 
p+zCC 
lim PV 
t+m 
Ym(z)ezt dz = 0 (eP”) , m = 2,3,. ,n, 
fl-im 
so that (12) holds. The proof of Theorem 2 is complete. 
As a consequence of Theorem 2, we have the following results. 
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THEOREM 3. Assume (AI)-- hold, if p = 0, qd, < 0, then (1) is generically nonoscillatory. 
PROOF. In this case, (4) is Z* + qdnevzr = 0. Set F(z) = .zn + qdnemz7, we have F’(X) > 0 
for X 2 0, and F(0) = qd, < 0, limx.+ooF(X) = 0;): so F(z) = 0 has only one positive root 
denoted as X0. We claim that F(z) = 0 has no other roots on M = {Rez > X0}. Otherwise, we 
assume that xl+ iyl is a root of F(z) = 0 on M, then there exists ,# > 0 such that X0 < /3 < ~1. 
By the monotony of F(z) and the fact that F(Xo) = 0, we have p” > -qd,ePoT. For z E Ml = 
{z 1 Re z = p}, we have 
lznl 2 P” > -qd,ePPT = Iqd,e-flTl = Iq&e-z71, 
Further, because Je-zil is bounded, there exists R > 0 such that Izn( > I~d~e-~~l on Mz = (2 I 
lzl=RandRez>,0}. B R h y out e’s Theorem, F(z) = 0 and zn = 0 has the same number of 
roots in the region encircled by Ml and n/r,, but the latter has no root in this region, which is a 
contradiction. Hence, the characteristic equation has real leading root, and by Theorem 2, (1) is 
generically nonoscillatory. 
THEOREM 4. Assume (A+(As) hold, if 
P = 0, qdn > 0, n=2m+l, m=1,2,..., 
and 
(1) is genericaUy oscillatory. 
PROOF. Here (4) is zn + qdneez+. = 0, set F(z) = zn + qdneez7. If p? > nn/en, by The- 
orem 10.3.1 in [8], (1) is oscillatory. If p?’ < nn/en, by Theorem 10.3.1 in [8], there exists 
X < 0 such that F(X) 5 0, we claim that there exists X0 < 0 such that F(Xo) < 0. Otherwise, 
if F(Xo) = 0 and for all X E R, F(X) > 0. Then X0 is the extreme value point of F(X) = 0, 
so F’(Xo) = 0. Hence, X0 = -T/n, but F(Xo) # 0. This is a contradiction. 
By virtue of limx,,F(X) = 00, lim~_+-ooF(X) = 00, and there exists X0 < 0 such that 
F(Xo) < 0, F(z) = 0 h as at least two real roots and they all are negative. We assume the 
right-most and left-most root are X1 and X 2, respectively. We claim F(z) = 0 has only two 
real roots. Otherwise, by considering the derivatives of F(X), it has finitely many extreme value 
points and F(X) # 0 at these points, or we will have a similar contradiction. So F(X) = 0 has 
at least four real roots. Assume the first root on the right of X1 is Xs, and obviously, X3 < X2 is 
satisfied. Select X1 < ,& < Xs. It is easy to see F(&) < 0, so for z E Nl = {z I Rez = PI}, 
lznl = I,&“1 = --pin > qd,eWP1’ = Iqdne-zrl. 
Since Iqdne-zT1 is bounded, there exists R > 0 such that lznl > Iqdne-zrl on Nz = {z I Iz/ = R 
and Re z > PI}. By Rouche’s theorem, zn = 0 and zn + qdne-z7 = 0 have the same number of 
roots in the region encircled by Nl and Nz. We assume the first root left of X2 is X4, then X4 > X3. 
Select X4 < 02 < X2 such that F(z) = 0 has no root on {z I p2 < Rez < X2). Similarly, we 
obtain that z” = 0 and z” + qdneWrT = 0 has the same number of roots in the region encircled 
by Ni = {z I Rez = 02) and Ni = {z I IzI = R and Rez 1 &}. Because zn = 0 has the same 
number of roots in these two regions, we obtain a contradiction. So F(z) = 0 has two real roots. 
Since zn = 0 has n roots in {Rez > X2}, F(z) = 0 h as complex leading roots. By Theorem 2, 
(1) is generically oscillatory. 
REMARK. According to Theorem 10.3.1 in [8], if p? < nn/en, (1) is nonoscillatory, but by Theo- 
rem 4 it is generically oscillatory, so there really exist certain equations which have nonoscillatory 
solution but are generically oscillatory. 
LEMMA 1. Forz=X+iy,X,yER,p20wehave1z3+pzI>/X3+pXI 
PROOF. For X E R, we have 
jzs + pzi2 = ys + (3x2 - 2p) y4 + (3x4 fp”) y2 + x6 + 2px4 + py 
set F(y) = /z3 +pzj2 - IX3 +pX12, then F(y) = y2(y4 + (3X2 - 2p)y2 + (3X4 +p2)), so we only 
need to prove for every u 2 0, G(u) = u2 + (3X2 - 2p)u+ (3X4 +p2) 2 0. In fact, G”(U) = 2 > 0, 
so u = (2p - 3X2)/2 is the minimal value point of G(u)(G’(u) = 0), and G((2p - 3X2)/2) > 0, so 
the conclusion holds. 
THEOREM 5. Assume (Ai)- hold, ifp > 0, qd, < 0, n = 3, (1) . g is enerically nonoscillatory. 
PROOF. The characteristic equation is z3 + pz + qdneezT = 0, set F(z) = z3 + pz + qdneWZT, 
then F’(X) > 0 for X E R, and limx-+ooF(X) = 00, F(0) = qd, < 0, so F(z) = 0 has only 
one real root Xs > 0 and F(X) > 0 for X > Xa. We claim that F(z) = 0 has no root on 
the region {z I Rez > Xc}. For otherwise, we assume that zi + iyi is one root of F(z) = 0, 
and 21 > Xc. We select Xs < p < ~1, for {z / Re z = P}, from Lemma 1 
1z3 + PZl 2 Ip3 + pp/ = p3 + pp > Iqd,eCPT( = IqdneCzT1 
Because ~qdnePZTl is bounded there exists R such that /z3 + pzl > jqdnePz71 on {z I Iz/ > R} 
by Rouche’s theorem, F(z) = 0 and z3 + pz = 0 has the same number of roots in {z I Re z > ,!? 
and Iz/ 5 R}. But z3 +pz = 0 has no root in this region. It is a contradiction. The characteristic 
equation has real leading root, (1) is generically nonoscillatory. 
REMARK. By the proof of Theorem 5, there exist equations which are nonoscillatory and gener- 
ically nonoscillatory. 
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